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General conditions
General conditions

In accordance with the regulations concerning General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), we would like to inform you that the INBIE (Research and Innovation in Education Institute) and all project consortium as your data controller will only use your personal information for the purpose (purposes) for which you gave the explicit consent by signing up in Upskillead e-Academy (clicking on registration form). Data controllers mentioned above will not forward your personal information to other companies.

In accordance with this consent, your personal information will be retained until the cancellation. You can withdraw your consent at any time by sending us your request to admin@upskillead-elearning.eu.

As an individual, whom personal data is processed you have the right to demand from the data controller at any time to:

- access your personal data and information about the processing and use of your personal data;
- correct or erase your personal data;
- restrict of the processing of your personal data;
- the transfer of personal data to another personal data controller;
- contract processing of your personal data;
- withdraw of consent processing of your personal data, as the basis for the processing of personal data is your consent.

You can send us your request regarding rights mentioned above via e-mail admin@upskillead-elearning.eu.

If you believe that we do not process your personal information in accordance with the given consent, you can file a complaint with the Information Commissioner.
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